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Abstract— In this work, we propose a new distributed signal-
ing scheme, within the GMPLS framework, for establishing light-
paths in wavelength-routed networks with sparse wavelength con-
version. Analytical models are developed to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed scheme. Theoretical and simulation results
show that compared to the classic scheme designed primarily for
networks with no wavelength conversion, the proposed signaling
scheme can achieve much lower blocking probability.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) technology has
been progressing steadily. Existing systems are now capable of
providing a total of more than 1 Tbps bandwidth on a single op-
tical fiber. To fully utilize these high data rates, all-optical con-
nections, or lightpath [1], can be established between source
and destination nodes. Lightpath-based optical networks are
generally referred to as wavelength-routed networks.

Traffic in a wavelength-routed network may be static, in
which case connections are known in advance and remain in
the network semi-permanently, or traffic may be dynamic, in
which connection requests arrive and depart over time. In this
work, we will consider dynamic traffic, which is the natural
setting for future networks.

To accommodate connection requests dynamically, a light-
path establishment scheme is required to find a route and assign
a wavelength for the given connection request. This scheme
can be either centralized or distributed. A centralized scheme
may perform more efficiently when the network is small and
the traffic is not bursty. However, a distributed scheme may
be more appropriate for large optical networks and bursty In-
ternet traffic. Distributed schemes have been proposed and are
now being standardized within the framework of the general-
ized multi-protocol label switching (GMPLS) [2]. In this paper,
we will focus on distributed control schemes.

A key performance figure in lightpath establishment is the
connection blocking probability, the probability that an arriv-
ing connection request will be rejected. For a network in which
all nodes have full wavelength conversion, a connection re-
quest will be accepted if every link in the path from source to
destination has at least one available wavelength. On the other
hand, in a network without wavelength conversion, a connec-
tion request will be rejected if a common wavelength cannot

be found on the route between the source and destination, even
though all links in the path may have available wavelengths.
The constraint that a lightpath must use the same wavelength
along the entire path is known as wavelength continuity con-
straint [1]. Although full wavelength conversion is desirable
from a blocking perspective, it is difficult to implement due to
the high cost of converters, which are expected to remain ex-
pensive in the near future [4]. A possible solution is to equip
only a subset of nodes with converters. This approach is re-
ferred to as sparse conversion. The performance of sparse
conversion in a centralized network has been studied in [5];
however, the performance in a distributed network, particularly
within the GMPLS framework, has not been studied.

In this paper, we present a new signaling scheme, within
the GMPLS framework, for establishing lightpaths in a
wavelength-routed network with sparse conversion. Analyti-
cal models are proposed for evaluating the performance of the
new scheme. Analysis and simulation results show that the
proposed signaling scheme can significantly improve system
performance in terms of blocking probability.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we elaborate on the Intermediate-Node Initiated Reservation
(IIR) scheme. Analytical models are developed in Section III
to evaluate the blocking performance of the proposed scheme.
Numerical results are presented in Section IV. Section V con-
cludes the paper.

II. INTERMEDIATE-NODE INITIATED RESERVATION (IIR)

In a GMPLS-based network, routing protocols such as Open
Shortest Path First with Traffic Engineering (OSPF-TE) are
used to exchange routing information, including topology and
resource availability. Upon receiving a connection request,
a route is calculated by using a constraint-based routing al-
gorithm. Once the route is determined, a signaling scheme
is responsible for establishing lightpaths. Candidates for the
signaling protocol within the GMPLS framework include the
Resource reSerVation Protocol with TE (RSVP-TE) and the
Constraint-based Routing Label Distribution Protocol (CR-
LDP). Regardless of which signaling protocol is used, there is
no guarantee that the updated global information with respect
to wavelength availability on each link will be available in a
distributed environment. Link state information may become
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Fig. 1. An example of the classic DIR scheme.

outdated because the update messages are broadcast only pe-
riodically and also because it takes some time for the updates
to propagate to a node. The problem of outdated information
does not exist in centralized schemes.

A well-known distributed signaling method that can be sup-
ported by GMPLS networks is the destination-initiated reser-
vation (DIR) method [3]. In the DIR method, a connection
request is forwarded from the source to the destination, collect-
ing the wavelength availability information of every link along
the route. Based on this information, the destination node will
select an available wavelength along the path (if such is avail-
able) and send a reservation request back to the source node
to reserve the selected wavelength. Fig. 1 shows an example
of the classic DIR method. We can see that, due to the exis-
tence of sparse wavelength conversion, different wavelengths
may be reserved on different links of the path.

It has been shown that, in a network with no wavelength
conversion, connection blocking due to outdated information
may dominate the overall performance when the traffic load is
low [6], [7]. This kind of blocking can also occur in a network
with sparse conversion. For example, on the route as shown in
Fig. 1, it is possible that when the reservation request reaches
node d2, it is found that λ1 has been reserved by another reser-
vation request which arrived earlier. It has been shown that
connection blocking due to outdated information increases sig-
nificantly with the round trip propagation delay between the
link and the destination node [6], [7], i.e., the delay, denoted as
vulnerable period hereafter, between the moment that the link
state information is collected and the moment that the reserva-
tion request arrives.

To lower the connection blocking due to outdated infor-
mation, we introduce a new signaling scheme, referred to as
Intermediate-Node Initiated Reservation (IIR), by exploiting
the capability of conversion. An example of this scheme is
shown in Fig. 2. We see that if the network has sparse wave-
length conversion, we can separate every route into several seg-
ments, where the end nodes of each segment could only be
the source node, the destination node, or a node with wave-
length conversion capability. The primary observation is that
the wavelength reserved in one segment can be totally indepen-
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Fig. 2. An example of the IIR scheme.

dent of the wavelength reserved in another segment, due to the
wavelength conversion capability at the end nodes of each seg-
ment. Therefore, a segment reservation request can be issued at
the end-node of a segment once the connection request reaches
that node. Finally, when the connection request reaches the
destination node, a primary reservation message is sent back
to reserve wavelength on the last segment and to inform the
source node of the status of the lightpath establishment.

By using this strategy, the vulnerable period for reserving a
wavelength on a link is reduced to the round trip propagation
delay between current node and the downstream end node of
the segment. Thus, blocking due to outdated information can
be reduced. However, while the vulnerable period becomes
smaller, some network capacities will be reserved for slightly
longer time before data transmission begins (See Fig. 2), which
will increase the blocking in the forward direction. To evaluate
the performance of the proposed signaling scheme, we propose
two blocking analysis models for the classic DIR method and
the IIR scheme, respectively. Both the analysis and simulation
results show that the improvement in the backward direction
significantly outweighs the slight drawback in the forward di-
rection. As a result, the overall blocking probability is signifi-
cantly lowered, as we will see in Section III and IV.

To implement the IIR scheme, current signaling protocols
have to be extended to enable the initiation of reservation from
an intermediate node. The detailed discussions on such exten-
sions, however, are beyond the scope of this paper.

III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

In this section, we propose blocking analysis for both the
classic DIR method and the new IIR scheme. To simplify our
analysis, we make the following assumptions:

• The network is composed of J links connected in an arbi-
trary topology.

• Each link is composed of C wavelength channels.
• Wavelength conversion is available only at a certain given

set of nodes.
• Besides the two end nodes of a segment, no other node in

a segment has converters.
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• The connection requests for each pair of source-
destination nodes arrive from a Poisson process with an
arrival rate λR, where R denotes the fixed route between
the two nodes.

• Connection holding time is exponentially distributed with
parameter µ.

• The wavelength assignment policy is random selection.

A. Framework

For both the classic and the new schemes, the framework of
the analysis is the same. Following [7], we define the link state
as the state of a link when a connection request reaches the
downstream node of the link. A wavelength channel can be in
one of the following three states: (1) free; (2) reserved, yet with
no data transmission; and (3) occupied by data transmission.
We further denote that a channel is busy if it is in state (3);
otherwise, it is idle.

Let Xj be number of idle wavelength channels on link j,
and let qj(m) be the probability that Xj = m. We further
assume that when there are m idle wavelength channels on link
j, the inter-arrival time of connection requests is exponentially
distributed with a parameter λj(m). Therefore, we have:




qj(m) = qj(0) · µm ·

∏m
k=1

C−k+1
λj(k) , m = 1, 2, · · ·C

qj(0) =
[
1 +

∑C
m=1

(
µm ·

∏m
k=1

C−k+1
λj(k)

)]−1
.

(1)
The framework for calculating the steady state probability

qj(m), j = 1, 2, · · · , J can be summarized as follows:
1) Initiate λj(m), j = 1, 2, · · · , J as follows: Let λj(0) =

0 and λj(m) =
∑

R:j∈R λR,m = 1, 2, · · · , C.
2) Calculate qj(m), j = 1, 2, · · · , J through (1).
3) Calculate the blocking probability of R as:

BR = 1−VR = 1−V F
R ×V B

R = 1−(1−BF
R)×(1−BB

R ),
(2)

where VR denotes the probability that a reservation is
successful along the route R, and superscript F and
B denote the forward and backward directions, respec-
tively. If, for every route R, BR has been convergent,
then stop; otherwise, go to step 4.

4) Calculate λj(m), j = 1, 2, · · · , J as follows:

λj(m) =
∑

R:j∈R

λR,j(m)
�
=

∑

R:j∈R

λR · VR|Xj=m, (3)

where λR,j(m) denotes the arrival rate of those connec-
tion requests for route R which are finally successfully
accepted, given that the state of link j is m. Go to step
2.

In the following subsections, we will discuss the calculation
of BF

R , BB
R and λj(m), respectively.

B. Blocking in the forward direction

A connection request can successfully reach the destination
node if and only if, in all segments of the route, there is at least

one available wavelength. Therefore,

V F
R =

SR∏

s=1

V F
s , (4)

where SR denotes the number of segments in the route R.
Within each segment, we will continue using the model we
developed in [7]. The following steady-state probabilities will
be used to calculate the blocking in the forward direction:

• hi,s denotes the probability that a given set of i wave-
length channels are free in segment s at the moment when
the connection request reaches the downstream end node
of the segment.

• gi,j denotes the probability that a given set of i wave-
length channels are idle on link j.

• fi,j denotes the conditional probability that a given set of
i channels are free on link j, given that these i channels
are idle.

• gi,j|i,j′ denotes the conditional probability that a given set
of i wavelength channels are idle on link j, given that
tj time slots ago they were idle on the (j − 1)-th link
(denoted as link j′) of segment s, where tj denotes the
propagation delay on link j.

• fi,j|i,j′ denotes the conditional probability that a given set
of i wavelength channels are free on link j, given that
these i channels are idle and that tj time slots ago they
were free on link j′.

Then we have:

V F
s =

C∑

i=1

(−1)i+1
(
C

i

)
hi,s, (5)

where

hi,s =
{

(gi,1 · fi,1), Ls = 1
(gi,1 · fi,1) ·

∏Ls

j=2(gi,j|i,j′ · fi,j|i,j′), Ls > 1,
(6)

where Ls denotes the hop length of segment s.
Because gi,j and gi,j|i,j′ are independent of the propagation

delay, they remain the same as those in [7]. The first item that is
different in the classic and the new schemes is the conditional
probability fi,j , which measures the influence of propagation
delay. To calculate fi,j , we let:

• τR(j) denote the round trip propagation delay between
the source node of R and the downstream node of link j.

• δR(s) denote the round trip propagation delay between
the downstream end node of segment s and the destination
node of R.

We define the reservation duration, trR(j), as the duration
from the moment that a channel on link j is reserved to the
moment that it becomes busy. When the classic DIR is in use,
the reservation duration is equal to τR(j) (see Fig. 1). On the
other hand, if the IIR scheme is used, this duration becomes
τR(j)+δR(s) (see Fig. 2), where s is the segment that includes
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link j. From the definition of fi,j , we have

fi,j =
C∑

m=i

qj|i(m)
∏

R′:j∈R′

(
1 −AR′,j(m, trR′(j)) × i

m

)
,

(7)
where R′ represents the route of any interfering lightpath;
qj|i(m) denotes the probability that m channels are idle on link
j given that a specific set of i channels (i ≤ m) are idle on this
link (see [7] for details); and

AR′,j(m, t) = 1 − e−λR′,j(m)t (8)

denotes the probability that there is one connection request for
R′ arriving at link j during time t.

The calculation of fi,j|i,j′ is nearly the same as that of fi,j

except that trR′(j) = 2 × tj if R′ also passes through link j′.

C. Blocking in the backward direction

Similar to the forward blocking analysis, a reservation re-
quest is successful if and only if it is successful in all segments.
Therefore,

V B
R =

SR∏

s=1

V B
s , (9)

and

V B
s =

{
ws, Ls = 1,
ws ×

∏Ls−1
j=1 wj,j′′ , Ls > 1, (10)

where j′′ denotes the (j + 1)-th link of segment s; ws denotes
the probability that the reservation request for route R is not
blocked at the downstream node of segment s; and wj,j′′ de-
notes the probability that R is not blocked at j given that j′′ is
not on the route of the interfering reservation request.

For the IIR scheme, ws ≡ 1 because the vulnerable period is
always 0. To calculate wj,j′′ , we first define tR(j) as the round
trip propagation delay between the downstream node of link
j and the destination of R. We observe that the reservation
for R is blocked at link j if and only if the selected channel
was reserved during vulnerable period tvR(j), which equals to
tR(j) − δR(s). Therefore, we have

wj,j′′ = 1 −
C∑

m=1

qj(m)
(
1 − wj,j′′|Xj=m

)
, (11)

where wj,j′′|Xj=m takes into consideration a condition that
tvR(j) time slots ago m channels are idle on link j. Therefore,

wj,j′′|Xj=m =
∏

R′:j∈R′;j′′ 
∈R′

(
1 − (AR′,j(m, tvR(j))) × 1

m

)
.

(12)
For the classic DIR scheme, wj,j′′ can still be calculated by

using (11) and (12) where tvR(j) is replaced by tR(j). How-
ever, the calculation of ws is quite different. We first observe
that a reservation for route R is blocked on the downstream
end node of segment s if and only if all channels that were

available have been reserved by interfering reservations which
arrived during δR(s). Therefore,

ws = 1 −
C∑

m=1

qj(m)

[
m∑

n=1

vs|Xj=m(n) ×
(
1 − ws|m,n

)
]
,

(13)
where vs|Xj=m(n) denotes the conditional probability that
there are n free wavelengths along the segment s, given that
there are m idle channels on link j (here link j denotes the
downstream neighbor link of segment s); and ws|m,n denotes
the conditional probability that the reservation for R is not
blocked at the downstream end node of s given that δR(s) time
slots ago there were n free channels along s and m idle wave-
lengths on j. Therefore,

vs|Xj=m(n) =
(
C

n

)
·

m∑

i=n

(−1)n+i

(
C − n

i− n

)
hi,s|Xj=m, (14)

where hi,s|Xj=m is a probability similar to hi,s, with only an
additional condition Xj = m. A detailed discussion on this
additional condition can be found in [7].

The calculation of ws|m,n is similar to V F
s in (5), with C be

replaced by n and hi,s be replaced by ui,s|m, which denotes
the probability that a given set of i channels are free on link
j when the reservation arrives given that δR(s) ago m wave-
lengths were idle on this link. Therefore,

ui,s|m =
∏

R′:j∈R′

(
1 −AR′,j(m, δR(s)) × i

m

)
. (15)

D. State Dependent Arrival Rate

To complete step (4) of the framework in Section III-A, it re-
mains to obtain the state dependent arrival rate λj(m). Accord-
ing to (3), we have to obtain VR|Xj=m, which can be calculated
by using (5) and (10) with parameters hi,s, ws, and wj,j′′ re-
placed by hi,s|Xj=m, ws|Xj=m, and wj,j′′|Xj=m, respectively.
While the first and third terms have been introduced before,
ws|Xj=m can be calculated by:

ws|Xj=m = 1 −
m∑

n=1

vs|Xj=m(n) ×
(
1 − ws|m,n

)
. (16)

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The good blocking performance of the IIR scheme and the
high accuracy of the proposed analytical models have been ver-
ified by extensive simulation results. Due to limited space, we
present only the simulation results for the following Poisson
traffic model where

• the traffic pattern is uniform, i.e., the arrival rate of con-
nection requests between each pair of source-destination
nodes is identical; and

• the fixed shortest path routing is used between each pair
of source-destination nodes.
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Fig. 3. Network Topology of the NSFNet.
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Fig. 4. Blocking of DIR scheme (D=1Sec.)

Our experiments are conducted on the NSFNet topology,
shown in Fig. 3, where the numbers on each link denote the
physical length in 100s of kilometers. Each link consists of two
directional fibers with opposite directions, with eight wave-
length channels per fiber. We further assume that wavelength
conversion is available on nodes 3, 5, 7 and 9.

In all the figures, the traffic load, measured in Erlang, de-
notes the normalized traffic load originating from each node;
and D (D = 1

µ ) denotes the average holding time of every
connection.

Figures 4 and 5 show the high accuracy of our analytical
models for the classic DIR scheme and the IIR scheme, re-
spectively. We observe that, under light traffic load, the block-
ing primarily takes place in backward direction and is caused
by outdated information; whereas under heavy traffic load, the
blocking occurs primarily in forward direction, due to insuffi-
cient network capacity. We see that our analytical models are
highly accurate in analyzing both the forward and the back-
ward blocking probabilities.

Figures 4 and 5 also show that, though the IIR scheme
slightly increases the forward blocking, it significantly low-
ers the backward blocking. As a result, the overall blocking
probability is significantly lowered, especially under light traf-
fic load, as we can clearly observe in Fig. 6. Under very heavy
traffic load, the forward blocking is dominant, and the block-
ing probabilities of the two cases is nearly the same. In Fig. 6,
we also observe that the proposed scheme performs quite well
while under bursty traffic, e.g., when D = 100 ms.
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Fig. 5. Blocking of IIR scheme (D=1Sec.)
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V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed a new signaling scheme for
wavelength-routed networks with sparse conversion. Analyt-
ical models were developed for evaluating the blocking per-
formance of the new scheme. Analysis and simulation results
show that this new signaling scheme can significantly improve
the network performance in comparison with the classic DIR
method.
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